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A Foreword on Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan! by Jaan Uhelszki 

  

Every now and then an artist comes along who makes you remember why you started listening to albums 

in the first place: Aaron Lee Tasjan is that artist. With his wrecked cool, off-center charm, and restless 

creative dazzle, he makes music with conviction and arch mystique that has its roots in rock’s murky past, 

armed with an arsenal of songs that spill over with humor, intelligence, irony, personal vision and at times 

prophecy; pushing boundaries of taste and imagination to new heights, unrestrained by genre or subject 

matter. Songs that speak to the tribe. 

  

An obsessive creative, Aaron Lee Tasjan writes pop songs with a twist, a little overdriven, far too honest at 

times—performing them like ragged rock tunes that careen a little too close to the edge without actually 

falling over into the abyss, and autobiographical to a fault. One listen to “Feminine Walk,” the musician’s 

blatantly confessional song on Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan!, you realize he is the legitimate heir to early rock 

‘n’ roll's sly sexual sedition. He updates the idea of androgyny but dispels the emotional and social 

ambiguity with lyrics that reflect his own geographic and artistic wanderings. Beginning in his early teens 

they took him from Delaware to California, to Ohio, to New Jersey, to Massachusetts, to New York, to his 

current home in Nashville, always looking for his psychic and musical locus. 

  

In both his travels and in making his fourth solo album, you get the sense over Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan!’s 

11 songs, that the man who began the album, is not the same man who completed it, transformed both by 

the experiences that inspired the songs and crafting them. In pursuing the muse, Tasjan found himself, and 

you can feel it beginning with the blithe, deceptive sunshine pop of “Sunday Women,” about an elusive 

dream girl, to “Computer of Love,” a slurry blurry cautionary about the demise of rock. “Up All Night” is 

part agit pop, part glam, an unexpected millennial anthem about modern romance without being precious, 

while “Another Lonely Day,” is a haunting Zen koan full of profundity and neurosis. 

  

“Don’t Overthink,” is a strutting, sputtering minor key threat, rhythmically so dangerous, the drumming 

sounds like knife flicks instead of drum sticks, while “Cartoon Music,” is full of ennui and unremitting 

boredom of someone caught in a loop, broken only by Tasjan’s insistent guitar. “Dada Bois” is as clever as 

it is revelatory, with Beach Boy-ian harmonies so pure that you can almost feel the sea spray. “Now You 

Know” is a deep and naked look right into Tasjan’s psyche, crackling with honesty and doubt so real you 

can feel the ripples of anxiety, but thankfully dissipate on a wave of hope and a final shimmering guitar 

note that hangs in the air like a wisp of a cirrus cloud before a rainstorm. 

  

The last two songs “Not That Bad,” and “Got What I Wanted” pick up that theme, coming to a state of 

grace both musically and psychically—resolving this sometimes disquieting song cycle with a chiming 

melody and the quiet assurance that life is what you make of it, and sometimes even more if you just get 

out of your own way.  This is not anxious music for anxious times, but rather music as an antidote for 

anxious times. It is the sound of the future arriving. 

  

 

 



Jaan interviewed Aaron about Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan! Read their conversation below 

  

Q: Did you have something in mind when you started recording Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan! Or did the songs 

just start showing up?  

  

ALT: I knew I wanted to create some sounds with the guitar that were different sonically than my previous 

work. To that end, a lot of the sounds on this record that sound like synths or strings or other instruments 

are actually guitar. So far as songwriting, I wrote and recorded a lot of material for this album. The goal 

was to not have a goal. To just let it flow and see where it went. After a while, the songs started to tell a 

story. It felt like my story so I titled the album using my own name three times. Almost like a sports chant 

or a cheer to just fuckin’ go for it. 

  

Q: You usually choose more sardonic titles for your albums, but given it’s your name three times, is this 

more a coming out album? 

  

ALT: I wouldn’t call it a coming out album. It is pretty personal though. I did decide to get more personal 

with the lyrics this time. I think that’s where the name came from. Management and label folks kept saying, 

“This feels like a self-titled album.” I think I ultimately agreed but needed to put my own stamp on that 

concept. 

 

Q:  After listening to the entire song cycle of Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan! there is a sense the person singing 

the first song is not quite the same when he reaches the last note of the album, what sort of changes transpire 

along the way? 

  

I’ve been practicing a lot of self-healing over the course of writing and recording this album. That’s not to 

say I haven’t seen my share of doctors, healers, psychics, and card readers, too. Ha ha. There are some 

elemental principals I’ve found to be helpful in healing my old wounds and past trauma: patience, 

accountability, and forgiveness are the main ones for me. Forgiveness has been huge for me because for so 

long I have never been able to forgive myself for anything! I have always placed the blame for anything 

that’s ever gone wrong in my life squarely on my own shoulders. That’s anything from failed music projects 

to difficult personal/family relationships to the ways in which I’ve dealt with the trauma I’ve endured. 

  

I’m retraining my brain to shake off the shame and to tell me new stories. I think that shift is already 

beginning to crystalize in my life and you can even hear it unfolding in the songs on Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan! 

which are sequenced chronologically on the album. Total accident but it just felt right to hear them that way 

when I was doing the final album sequence, and they also tell my story, as it happened in real life. 

  

Q: Also, it feels significant that you’ve lived in so many different places: Delaware, California, Ohio, New 

Jersey, New York, and Massachusetts before the age of 20.  

  

ALT: You learn a lot when you move around often as a young person. Whenever we’d move to a new town 

I always felt resistance from the folks in those respective communities. I wouldn’t say they didn’t try to 

welcome me or my family into their space but what was always most apparent to me in those moments was 

how different I felt. And I always seemed to like music no one else cared for.  One town we moved to in 



Ohio had gone from a small town to a suburban nightmare for those born and raised there. As a guy moving 

to their town, I felt like part of the problem. One hometown girl in my class told me to go fuck myself in 

front of my grandmother when she picked me up from school. These places have social orders and labeling 

systems that could never foster or accept someone like me.  

 

All these foreign places gave me the impression that I did not fit in. When I wrote a love song, it was about 

how I’d never be normal enough for someone to love. If I wrote a song about home, it was about how 

nowhere felt like home. We all feel those feelings of not fitting in from time to time. The silver lining to 

being cast out is that in the end, it gives you the tools to connect in far deeper and more meaningful ways. 

   

Q: Does it make you feel like a perpetual outsider? Or has it forced you to be more adaptable and what felt 

like a wound when you were younger--always being uprooted--turned into a plus? 

  

ALT: My ability to laugh at myself has always served me well when faced with these conditions. It’s 

allowed me to belong in the world I created because I never had to take it too seriously. In that way, I’d 

definitely call it a plus. 

  

Q: When did you begin the album? Can you talk us through the process?  

  

ALT: The first song came in the summer of 2018 and I finished the album in the spring of 2020. I was 

recording the songs continually during that time. I tried to record them not too long after they were written, 

so I could capture “the moment” with each song.  There were no stumbling blocks in the process but I felt 

like the label had their doubts. I mean, they have expressed their doubts about me as a songwriter, but I 

wanted to produce this album myself and I was told by the label that they “don’t really see me as a 

producer.” It wasn’t an easy record to make under those conditions but I think I proved I could stand up to 

the test through the music and the songs. We never really bickered. They would just state their opinion and 

I would think, “Ok, that’s how they see it. But I still have the right to and the chance to prove I’m more 

than whatever they think I am.” I feel like I did that with this album. 

  

Q: Did you have an idea in your head what you wanted Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan! to be? Or did it reveal itself 

to you as you were writing? 

  

ALT: Going into the album, there was some concern from the label that my music was going in too many 

different directions. That Karma For Cheap sounded too different from Silver Tears. I guess it’s because 

of how clear and warm Silver Tears was and how fuzzy and hazy Karma For Cheap was. To me, it’s all 

rock ‘n’roll. I like artists whose albums contain various styles. I never did care much for the “exercise in 

one genre” approach. To me, this album just shows that I’m kind of always doing my own thing. I don’t 

really care if it makes me folk or Americana or country or cosmic or rock ‘n’roll or whatever you want to 

call it? I’m really just me and you hear that on all my records. There are frames of reference and influences 

on my records like everyone else has, but for me, each album is a living art piece and I wear that album 

every day until the new one solidifies itself and it’s time to move on.  

 



A friend shared a Keith Richard’s quote with me that speaks to how I feel about making records. “I'm not 

here just to make records and money. I'm here to say something and to touch other people, sometimes in a 

cry of desperation: "Do you know this feeling?” 

   

Q: Is there a sound or aesthetic you were aiming for? A point you were trying to make? What does an album 

represent for you? 

  

ALT:  I mean, you could say I’m striving for as much of my own sound as I can make. What I mean by that 

is that all music relates to other music. For some folks, a band like Greta Van Fleet gets a strike against 

them for evoking the sound and imagery of their influences. I really couldn’t care less about that kind of 

small thinking. I only want to know if I like it or not. I don’t care why. As for a sound? People say power 

pop and that’s not entirely inaccurate if we’re thinking of Big Star, Elliott Smith, or maybe that Matthew 

Sweet album Altered Beast. I kind of think of the sound on this record as some sort of interstellar power 

pop? Interstellar means between the stars and my record is kind of in-between in the same way. It has 

something you can’t quite put your finger on. 

  

Q: Is it important for you to make an album as stylistically different from your last album? To never make 

the same album twice? 

  

ALT: It’s important to make an album that feels true to who I am at that time. I feel like if I’m really 

learning anything in life, that experience will influence my sound and style. I get dressed based on how I 

feel but also how I want to feel. My music is the same way.  

  

Q: Did anything inspire the album? Any event, another artist, a watershed moment over the last few years? 

  

ALT: "There was a moment when I was writing the songs for Silver Tears… I had this golden moment 

where I wrote four songs on the same day after I took some LSD. The songs were “Ready To Die,” “Dime,” 

“Where The Road Begins and Ends,” and “Little Movies.” When I wrote “Little Movies” and listened back 

to the demo for the first time I remember feeling that the song sounded like me. Since the moment I listened 

back to that demo, I started working my way back to the feeling of listening to it for the first time, and 

writing these new songs was a huge part of my process and in many ways, the end result of it. The power 

of feeling seen in my own song became a measuring stick for the songs on this new album. I'm not sure I 

ever allowed space for that feeling until around the time I started writing for Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan!” 

  

Q: Can we talk about some of the songs? “Feminine Walk,” seems rather autobiographical, “Dada Bois” 

seems to reveal an incipient hypochondria, “Don’t Overthink,” seems like a note to self. 

  

ALT: “Feminine Walk” is very autobiographical. I have gone through some fairly legit hypochondria. Just 

the result of living life, really. It pops up in the last verse of “Up All Night,” too. “Don’t Overthink It” is 

very much a note to self but I felt like it’s something we all deal with in one way or another. It’s for me and 

it’s for everyone. 

  



Q: For years people have been talking about rock being dead, yet you seem like a necromancer, trying to 

rescue it, or maybe resuscitate it. On “Computer of Love,” you say in the second verse, “May the guitar rest 

in peace, for its dead once more...” And on “Not That Bad,” you talk about “the ghost of rock and roll.” 

  

ALT: Yeah that old gem. “Rock is dead.” I think they mean less popular. Rock is really the envy of many 

but the pathway of the few. It’s a really hard road to go down and stay on. These days people don’t always 

know it when they see it because the word rock has been put through the trash compactor. The way it often 

appears now doesn’t really resemble at  all what it once meant. But that’s not a death. When rock was 

created, it was about being anti-establishment but ultimately became too popular and commercialized to 

remain so. The fact that a lot of people still listen to it and artists and bands still make music we can define 

as rock is proof of its staying power. And its decline in commercial popularity could just be its way of 

ending up where it was supposed to be all along: outside of the establishment.  

  

Q: When the East Nashvillian described you in 2018 they said “Devotion to community and seriousness of 

purpose, combined with an eye for the absurd, run deep in Tasjan.” Does that show up in your music? 

  

ALT: I think my music can be a bit absurd, sure. My guitar playing can be a bit unreasonable from time to 

time. 

  

Q: What’s the biggest change from Karma For Cheap? 

 

 ALT: Trousers. 

  

 


